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The foundation of the company, then 

the innovative start-up
 Flash Innovations was formed in August of the current year 2020 by two

engineers with long experience in the electrical and fire safety field; then it
has been listed in November in the Chamber of Commerce of Ravenna as an
innovative start-up.

 An innovative start-up is a company that develops, produces and markets
innovative and high tech products or services.

 The company is also a Benefit Corporation. Flash Innovations undertakes to
pursue mutual benefit objectives with the aim of having a long-term positive
impact on society and environment, in addition to achieve profit goals.
Products and services by Flash Innovations are characterised by high
technology that is developed with respect to the environment and targeted at
reaching mutual benefit objectives.

 The innovation consists of marketing a new or a better product or service that
must satisfy a need and be considered as a «progress». The innovative aspect
can otherwise concern the introduction of new processes, techniques, labour
organisation, that decreases production costs and permits the entering of new
markets.



The foundation of the company, then 

the innovative start-up and Benefit Corp

 ARCOSTOP e SAFECAT are the innovative products and registered trademarks
developed, produced and marketed by Flash Innovations.

 ARCOSTOP has been on the market for several years. To the present day many
systems has been installed and others more are planned to be.

 ARCOSTOP is a patented system of which Flash Innovations will be the exclusive
licensee for producing, marketing and installing it. The company also wants to
enter new markets in addition to sell and install this product in Italy.

 ARCOSTOP is an arc fault detection system that prevents fire in photovoltaic
systems.

 SAFECAT is a seismic pad for small-medium items that protects them from falling
and breaking caused by seismic events.

 Owners of Flash Innovations have long experience in inventing new engineering
solutions for problems and critical issues for which better adequate solutions must
be found. Other projects already are in progress.



ARCOSTOP and SAFECAT: safety solutions

 The desire of Flash Innovations’ owners was to adopt the status of a Benefit

Corporation immediately at the foundation of the company.

 The owners are and always have been pervaded by a spirit of responsibility in

the community and environment, and this can be found especially in the

products they have developed and they continue to improve, i.e. ARCOSTOP

and SAFECAT.

 ARCOSTOP decrease fire risks that bring to capital and human damages and

environmental contamination.

 SAFECAT saves cultural goods and assets with sentimental and historical-

artistic value, in addition to items linked to safety and well-being of people.



The benefit

 The objective of Benefit Corps is to pursue deliberately aims of mutual benefit
and to operate responsibly, sustainably and transparently with people, community,
territories and environment, items and social-cultural activities, institutions and
associations and other stakeholders during the business of the company, that
anyway is focused on profiting too.

 As mentioned in the statute, the company’s objectives are the following:

 The research and/or promotion of technological solutions for people’s well-being,
environmental safety, animal and plant species’ protection, preservation of ecosystems’
natural equilibrium and of cultural artistic heritage;

 The research and/or promotion of technological solutions to grant more safety, better
ergonomics and more comfort to installations, devices, systems and structures used by
people and organisations;

 The promotion of widespread knowledge of natural and ecosystemic dynamics and of
sustainable behaviours, with the aim of reducing negative impacts and increasing
positive effects in short, medium and long terms on natural systems and on all animal
and plant species.

 Benefit Corps represent, indeed, an evolution of the business concept, that
includes no more only the profit target and/or the profit sharing, but also
pretends to work with an active interest in bringing a positive impact on society
and in promoting actions that tend to better the world in where we live.



The benefit

 Actually, Benefit Corps do not receive economic and/or fiscal incentives. The

benefit goal is a dedication that the company undertakes for objectives that

are different from profit.

 Benefit Corps’ management requires that the company’s activities are

reported transparently and completely in an annual impact report, that must

describe both actions done in that year and actions planned for the year

after.



Goals of the year 2020

 Since Flash Innovations has been founded in this year, the company has

planned benefit goals to be reached within the year 2021.



Sustainable Development Goals

 Actions planned for the year 2021 are decided referring to United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals.



Proposals for the year 2021

 The purchase or leasing of means of transport with reduced environmental impact

as bicycles, electric scooter, electric/hybrid cars, etc. or, as an alternative, where

strategic and actionable, the use of public transport.

 Objective: when moving/travel is necessary.

 The re-use of packaging for products to reduce the production of material and

environmental costs for disposal.

 Objective: when products need packaging.

 The use of recycled paper, not only for the office’s printings, but also for leaflets,

business cards, etc., even certified, so that the company can be environmental

friendly.

 Objective: in the office, to have always recycled paper ready to use; for exhibitions, to

print advertisement and informational leaflets also with FSC certification.



Proposals for the year 2021

 Research and development of new technologies for agriculture, as a benefit

for the environment, people and labour.

 Objective: the creation of a business plan, request for financing and project’s

start.

 Hire of an employee and provision of company welfare.

 Objective: to research, have a trial period, hire an adequate employee and to set

up the company welfare.

 Development for the industrialization of SAFECAT prototype.



Proposals for the year 2021

ADOPTION OF THE USA CERTIFICATION AS B CORPORATION

 B Corps are companies that together compose a global movement for
spreading a revolutionary business.

 All around the world, certificated B Corps distinguish themselves from the
other companies on the market because they continuously progress to
maximise their impact on employees, communities, environment and
stakeholders.

 Indeed, a B Corp chooses willingly and formally both to produce social
environmental benefits and to reach its economic goals.

 The B Corps movement has a sole goal: to redefine a new business model that
must suite to the times and be concrete and replicable. This certification
helps to measure the real value that the company creates for the society. The
B Impact Assessment helps to evaluate and improve company’s performances.



The ARCOSTOP system reduces fire

risks in photovoltaic systems. This

device improve safety for this kind of

renewable energy from the creation

of arc faults caused by detached

connectors or clamps, damaged

cables, etc.



Both the SAFECAT seismic system and

the ARCOSTOP fire prevention system

protect and save the natural and

cultural heritage. Their development

involves necessarily the implementation

of policies and integrated plans for

inclusion, efficiency of resources,

mitigation and adaptation of climate

changes, resilience to disasters, and the

development and application of a

holistic management of catastrophe

risks.



The ARCOSTOP system prevents

fires and consequently the

environmental pollution.



The company wants to promote the

development, the shift and spread

of eco-friendly technologies also

outside the Italian market in order

to create benefit to the society and

the environment.



Conclusions

 Flash Innovations has been founded for a very short time but many goals for

the year 2021 are already clear.

 The annual impact report of the year 2020 is just the beginning of a project

that sees to reach early in medium terms more and more benefit objectives;

therefore, it wants in a positive way increase in the year 2021 virtuous

actions together with the achievement of its business goals.

 Flash Innovations undertakes, with this declaration, to focus on those initial

benefit goals and wishes to achieve them all, and even more, if possible.



Approval

 Owners of Flash Innovations read, approved e subscribed this report, that is

edited in according to the Italian law no. 208/2015, art. 1, § 382, regarding

the prosecution of mutual benefit, and that is attached to the Financial

Statement of the year 2020 and published on the company’s website with the

aim of being transparent with people, competent authorities and consumers.

Dott. Ing. Euro Marangoni

Cav. Dott. Ing. Emma Garelli

Lugo, 31/05/2021


